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Look for Corporate financing, investor
Hotel
General Project Description:
The Hotel has built a brilliant reputation for years. With the recent cushion the many
regular customers, we will once here by our concept through our focus on the range of
regional and specialties and on through the Facilities and amenities such as indoor and
outdoor swimming pool, sauna, jacuzzi and just after the renovation of the very spacious
roof terrace is reached many new guests and achieve our projected sales figures. Due to
the optimal location I mainly participating in the not to mention the location of Sa Coma in
1st line of the sea "internetalen walk-in customers," the resident guests and.

Living situation:
I am 48 years old, married, 2 children, economically independent and would like to use
with this project, my great experience, especially in the hotel business profitably and go to
the very well-considered good self ..

Unlike the competition:
The market is indescribable but there are few providers that can represent a complex offer
completely at a high level. Through years of experience as Direktionsasyst variety of
hotels I know the needs of the clientele and the market very closely.

Personal knowledge:
A long career started in the hotel business "from scratch" with an apprenticeship as a hotel
clerk. Through years of experience as Direktionsasyst variety of hotels I know the needs of
the clientele and the market very closely. Here's extensive experience in all areas since.

Pre-investments:
No significant upfront investments because the idea and needs from daily practice comes.

Planned Yield:
I offer the investor for the capital an interest rate of 5% pa as a fixed interest rate or profit
shares of the company. I like to make a meaningful business plan available!

Repayment of capital:
The repayment of the capital following separate agreement with the investor and ultimately
depends on the role of the investor, whether this will be active partner, silent partner or
funder. Should he prefer the role of silent funder, redemption is at 10 J.

Outstanding issues:
No problems that would not be easy to solve! If the investor also has excellent contacts in
international business area and would like to contribute, this can be an advantage.

Requirements for the investor:
Integrity and empathy to read international customers desire from the lips if he wishes to
participate actively. It should state the amount can be made available quickly. Seriousness



is absolutely essential!

Capital
Region 70, Spain
Entry in own name

More informations and contact
www.biz-trade.eu/ma-18574.htm
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